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Welcome!
Tämä opas on ensisijaisesti suunnattu kansainvälisille opiskelijoille. Sisältö
saattaa silti olla hyödyllistä, joten lue toki eteenpäin!
Denna guide är huvudsakligen ämnad för internationella studenter. Innehållet
kan i alla fall vara nyttigt, alltså läs gärna framåt!
In your hand you are now holding the new Guild Guide 2016. This
guide is designed by the International Team of the Aalto University
School of Engineering, or ENG, to introduce the Guilds and other
student life at the Otaniemi campus.
We’ve been told that the big difference between student culture in
Finland (this crazy country of sauna, sisu and salmiakki) and most other
countries is how much the students themselves do here, nearly all of
it purely voluntarily. Nobody will force you, but participating in other
activities besides your official studies will enrich the experience for
everyone, first and foremost yourself.
Under each topic you will find information on the actors of the Guilds,
what our Guilds have to offer you, and how other foreign students have
experienced them. Read this guide with enthusiasm, because it really
helps you understand the many kinds of activities we offer. Perhaps you
too will become a true teekkari and get your very own tasseled cap!
On behalf of the three Guilds of ENG, the Guilds of Civil Engineers,
Mechanical Engineers and Surveying Engineers, we would like to
congratulate you on your study place. We are happy that you have
chosen to come to Finland! We strongly encourage you to be active in
your Guild, as it is by far the best way to meet Finnish students and get
long-lasting friends. We hope that you will settle well and enjoy your
stay with us.
Welcome to Finland and Aalto University!
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The ENG International Team
Welcome, and congratulations on accepting your place in the School of
Engineering! You are about to step into one of your biggest adventures
so far. Finland may be unknown or feel bizarre to many of you beforehand, with all the snow and low temperatures. But no worries, we are
here to help you!
The ENG International Team is led by three captains: Emmi Kosomaa
representing Civil, Timo Vesala representing Mechanical and Heikki
Salko representing Surveying. We get help from many passionate tutors
who will be your first friends here. On the
first days of school we will be the ones to
start you on your path to real student
life here in Otaniemi.You will see us
together organizing activities, tutors
and guidance for you. However, the
most important person in making
your stay as great as possible is you.
Hopefully you will join us!
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The Coordinators’ Greeting
Hello, and greetings from Otaniemi! We are the International Tutor
Coordinators working with your tutors to make your stay in Finland
awesome, great and supreme. Together we arrange fun events and
inform you of all the happenings. We will be working alongside Emmi,
Heikki and Timo.
We are a trio of internationally-minded students who have experienced the ups and downs of studying
abroad and we are here to help
you by planning events, answering your questions, and
helping your tutors give
you all the necessary
information you need.
Hugo is a Mechanical
Engineering student
who moved here from
Spain because it was too
hot down there. Nicolas is
a Civil Engineering student
who moved to Otaniemi from
Luxembourg, not too cold, not
too warm but boring. Tuomo is a Finnish
student from the Guild of Surveying Engineers, he just likes it here.
Your well trained tutors will be your main point of contact. They will
be the first person to meet you at the airport and take you to your
place of stay. Throughout the year they will introduce you to the Guild
activities and student life. If you ever need us Coordinators, feel free to
contact us. We are thrilled you have chosen Finland and we will work
to give you the best stay in Finland (and make your friends jealous).
See you soon!
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What the Guilds Offer You
The Guild Room

The guild room can be called the
guild’s heart. The atmosphere is cozy
and it’s an awesome place for you to
meet and get to know Finnish people.
It offers you many kinds of benefits
ranging from cheap coffee and comfy
sofas to a study area with computers.

Events & Parties

Parties, sitsit, cruises… The guilds
organize many kinds of fun events
during the academic year. Often they
involve going to sauna. The guilds of
ENG provide a weekly newsletter
which you should follow to stay up to
date on what’s happening!

The Overalls

Overalls are the distinctive outfits
used by Finnish students. They will
protect you from the harsh weather
and possible crawling on the ground.
The color identifies your guild but
you should personalize your overalls
with badges and other trinkets!
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Sports & Culture

The guilds have their own amateur
sports teams which you’re welcome
to join, but there are even more
freeform events throughout the year.
Occasionally there are other forms
of culture as well, such as going to
watch a play with your guild friends!

Excursions

What better way to bond with your
guild than stuffing yourselves in a bus
for a few days and visiting interesting
companies together? Besides that,
there are quicker opportunities with
destinations close to Otaniemi, but
also even longer trips abroad.

Company Presentations

Sometimes the companies bring
themselves to the campus, making it
even more convenient for you. After
all, many of us will be their employees
sometime soon. Maybe you’ll meet
your future boss in the sauna during
the afterparty?
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The Three Guilds of ENG
The Guild of Civil Engineers

Rakennusinsinöörikilta (IK) | http://ik.ayy.fi
The Guild of
Civil Engineers
was established in 1913 with
the name Insinööriklubi, hence
the abbreviation, IK. With
103 years of history, the guild
has long and distinguished
traditions. Students joining the
guild study Energy Technology,

Water and Environmental
Engineering, Geoengineering and
Geoinformatics. Members of the
guild can be recognized from their
dark blue overalls. As of 2013,
all new students receive overalls
with a green pocket and a green
sleeve, as the freshmen consist of
a single Bachelor’s program.

The Guild of Surveying Engineers
Maanmittarikilta (MK) | http://mk.ayy.fi
Founded in 1901,
MK is the second
oldest guild after the Chemistry
Guild (1891). MK members
generally study Real Estate
Economics or Spatial Planning,
alongside some Geoinformatics
students from the pre-2013
programs. The guild’s motto, “One

guild, one big family”, represents
how close-knit and full of love the
members are. This is emphasized
by the number of members in
the guild (only about 400), but
the smaller the group, the tighter
it becomes.You can recognize
a surveyor from their black
overalls with a colored sleeve.

The Guild of Mechanical Engineers
Koneinsinöörikilta (KIK) | http://kik.ayy.fi
KIK was founded
in 1915. Since the
Bachelor’s program reform of
2013, the guild has welcomed
Mechanical and Civil Engineering
freshmen. It is the biggest
guild in Aalto University, with
approximately1,100 members.
With 101 years of history, the

guild has lots of traditions, but is
nonetheless the youngest guild in
the School of Engineering! KIK is
known for its pink overalls, as
it is the only engineering student
organization with the distinct
color. The guild provides some
notable services including a
welding machine and a van.
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Professional Subject Associations
Often called “AA clubs” (short for ammattiainekerho), these associations
are not for recovering addicts but rather for students who wish to
deepen their connection to a specific subject. The Guilds are relatively
large organizations catering to everyone, but here you can connect
with likeminded people and go on fascinating excursions. Of course,
nothing stops you from joining several of them if you are interested!
Most of the activity is in Finnish, but just ask and you’ll surely get help.
AKVA <http://akva.ayy.fi>, Environmental and Water Resources Engineering
Euroavia <http://euroavia.ayy.fi>, Aeronautical and Space Engineering
Fundi <http://fundi.fi>, Real Estate Economics
Konstruktiokerho <http://k-kerho.ayy.fi>, Machine Design
Laivanrakentajain kerho <http://lrk.ayy.fi>, Naval Architecture
Liikenneakatemia <http://linkki.ayy.fi>, Transportation Engineering
LVI-kerho <http://lvi.ayy.fi>, HVAC Engineering
Lämpövoimakerho <http://lvk.ayy.fi>, Energy Engineering
MAKE <http://make.ayy.fi>, Materials and Welding Engineering
MVR-kerho <http://mvr.ayy.fi>, Geotechnical and Hydraulic Engineering
Poligoni <http://poligoni.ayy.fi>, Geoinformatics
Raffy <http://raffy.fi>, Construction Physics and Materials
ROPO <http://ropo.ayy.fi>, Construction Economics
VTK <http://www.valmistustekniikankerho.com>, Production Technology
Vääntö <http://vaanto.ayy.fi>, Structural Engineering
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Some Vocabulary
Teekkari
Student of technology, i.e. us. Often recognizable from the colorful
overalls and white tasseled cap.
Otaniemi
A district in Espoo, Helsinki region, with the main campus of Aalto
University. Where you will be studying, partying and maybe even living.
Haalarit
Overalls! They protect you and identify you at student events. Should
become covered by badges and other decorations from various
associations and events over the course of your studies.
AYY
Aalto University Student Union. By
Finnish law, every degree student
must be a member. Organizes a
lot of fun events and provides
advocacy for students when
needed. All of the guilds and
other associations at Aalto
function under AYY.
ENG
Aalto University School of Engineering,
where we study. One of the six schools within Aalto.
Kilta
Guild, an association gathering all the students in a particular program.
There are three within ENG and many more elsewhere in Aalto and
other Finnish universities.
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A Message From Your Tutor
by Heikki Salko
Terve!
I’ve been an international tutor at Aalto ENG for several years. But
what does that actually mean? Well, let me tell you based on my past
experience...
It means I’ll be the first person to meet you at the airport. Don’t worry
if you’re feeling a bit lost.You’ll have a local person to bring you to
your apartment and help you with settling in a new country and a new
university. Feel free to ask questions – if I don’t know the answer, I’ll
probably know where you can find it.
It means we’ll both make new friends. Finns are rightfully known for
being grumpy and quiet, but that facade breaks down as soon as we
find a common interest. Engineering is a pretty good one to start with.
More importantly, there are many more people who also share the
same interests in the Guilds and other associations. My job as a tutor is
to introduce you to them.
It doesn’t mean I’ll be your babysitter. In Finland we have a concept
called “academic freedom,” which basically means you can do whatever
you want at school but you’re also responsible for doing useful things.
I’ll tell you where to find room K345 or direct you to the study counsellor but I won’t be behind your door at 07:00 to wake you up for an
optional lecture!
It doesn’t mean I’ll get paid. Save for a few office workers at AYY, every
single person in the student associations does their job voluntarily.
(Oh, and there are over 200 of those associations at Aalto.) We do it
because we want to help others and because it’s fun. Would you like to
join? :)
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Something Personal
by Kieran Hooey

Kieran studied at Aalto in 2014–15.The text has been copied with minor
edits from last year’s Guild Guide.
Prior to leaving for Finland to complete my Master’s degree in Creative
Sustainability at Aalto University, I had never even left North America.
Canada was all I had ever experienced. Rather than nervousness or
fear, however, I felt excited. I desperately craved to get out and see
the world. I would be lying if I said that my first few days in Finland
were smooth. Without my tutors, who were absolutely amazing, I may
not still be in Finland now. They picked me up at the airport, brought
me to the HOAS office where I was given my house keys and then
they brought me to my house. I was given a few minutes to change and
then we were off to Otaniemi for my first school party. It was dark
so I saw little of the campus but when we got inside the atmosphere
was cheerful and cozy. I bought my first beer for 1 euro, which was a
pleasant surprise. I probably bought 40 beers that night but I passed
many around. As an obnoxious, party-loving Canadian, I proceeded to
teach a few people around me the drinking game of flip cup and after
a while most of the party was playing the game. I now consider the
people that I originally started playing the game with to be my friends.
The next few days on the other hand were extremely difficult. I went
to the Magistrate to get my Finnish ID because that is what my tutors
instructed me to do.The Magistrate told me that I would get my ID in the
mail in 7-10 days. I had already tried to get a phone plan before that and
they had told me I needed to get a Finnish ID. So I was stuck in a country
I did not know where the people seemed like they did not want to talk
to me and I did not have Google Maps! Furthermore, I could not get
my student travel card or a bank account until I had this ID number. My
tutors were not really able to help me, and understandably so, because
they are obviously all Finnish by birth and have had an ID card their
whole lives. I got by with the Wi-Fi that I could steal and figured out my
way to events and locations. But there was a lot of guessing and a lot of
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extra walking and struggles. I also spent a lot of money in those first ten
days because the bus was 5 Euros every time I took it and I found myself
eating in coffee shops and things close by because I knew their location.
These struggles made me want to help other International students
when they come to Finland, because after a few bad days, my stay here
in Finland has been amazing! The things you’ll have to do to avoid my
problems have been outlined in the checklist you will find at the end
of this Guide. Now I would like to clarify that while these issues were
extremely stressful, I was still able to have fun. My tutors were great –
many of them I consider my friends now – and they informed me about
all the events. There was lots of partying and drinking like any typical
Frosh week. I met some really cool people. Once I got my issues settled
and school began, I began to really enjoy myself. What you find is that
your guild becomes your family. They help you when you are down, you
hang out with them during the day in the Guild room, and you attend
parties with them. They become your friends. All you need to do is to
not be shy and join the guild, attend the events, and the rest will follow!

“What you find
is that your
guild becomes
your family.”
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I have settled in now and absolutely love Finland. All I needed were some
friends that I could rely on and hang out with on a semi regular basis.
However, Finnish people are slower when it comes to trust. Finnish
people are very quiet – them not talking to you must not be taken as
disrespectful. Be patient and they will open up to you. Unlike many places
in the world, a Finn finds “awkward silence” comfortable. As foreigners,
we must respect that and perhaps even begin to admire it even if it takes
some getting used to. Living in Finland as a foreigner requires a mindset
shift. Besides when they are drinking/drunk, Finns are quite quiet. It’s
not that they are mean or arrogant - they are just quiet. I have found in
my experience that Finnish people are shy because they are extremely
interested as to what foreigners think of them and their country. Every
time they speak it is well thought out and has a purpose.You can tell these
things from the Finnish language. As a friend told me, there are no filler
words in Finnish; there are no “likes”,“umm’s”, or “huh’s”.They speak when
they need to speak. It takes some getting used to.There is no denying that.
In Canada we are loud and obnoxious. We can small talk all day long. A
good example of this is was when I was sitting at a table with a Costa
Rican, a Latvian, an American, and a Swiss person finishing up dinner as
the cafeteria was closing. It was full at the time. We talked for maybe
fifteen minutes and then one of our group made a comment that we
were the only people left in the whole cafeteria. I was blown away.There
was not a soul. Small talk comes so naturally to me but to a Finn it seems
like a waste of time. Everything that is said, except among close friends, is
heavily weighed and thought out. I see it now as refreshing and admirable.
At first it scared me because I am very sociable and don’t like being
alone but now that I have some friends, it truly is a breath of fresh air.
The first few weeks are tough; there is no reason to lie. I think
the Finnish system could and should be improved so that we
are given our ID right away. But we have a system in place now
that should prevent you from having the troubles I had. All you
need to do is sit back, get involved with the Guild, and have fun!
There were also some pleasant surprises like the fact that most Finns
speak great English. I have had no problems talking to people but it
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would help if instructions were written in English a little bit more! The
country, though it is starting to get dark very early, really is extremely
beautiful in a quaint sort of way. Walking down the Esplanadi in Helsinki
and seeing the old buildings like the Senate, the National Museum
of History, Parliament and others is breathtaking. The cobblestone
streets give Helsinki the intrinsic beauty that Europe is known for.
Finally, I have nothing but praise to sing for the schooling system here.
Besides the fact that is free, the amount I have learned so far is more
than I learned in a year in Canada about sustainability. I am beyond
happy that I chose Finland, ecstatic that I persevered the first week,
and look forward to my time here! We are all excited to meet you!
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Things To Do
Before you arrive:
• Get a roof over your head. Remember to make the notice of
moving! <http://ayy.fi/en/housing> <http://www.hoas.fi>
• Reply to your tutors and keep in touch with them!
• Organise the pick-up of the keys to your apartment if the housing
office is closed when you arrive.
• Find the best travel route between home and school. <http://www.
reittiopas.fi/en>
• Pack enough warm clothes with you, as well as a better suit or
dress for more formal events.
• For more information: <http://into.aalto.fi/display/enmastereng>
In the beginning of the autumn term:
• Enrol as an attending student and pay the AYY membership fee.
Keep the receipt of payment with you at all times until you receive
your student ID card (the receipt will function as its substitute)!
<http://ayy.fi/en/students/membership-and-fees>
• Get the public transportation travel card from a HSL (Helsinki
Region Transport) service point and update it with student status.
<http://www.hsl.fi/en>
• Get the most out of the orientation week!
• Ask your tutor about anything troubling you.
• Join the ENG International Facebook group.
<http://www.facebook.com/groups/268124393330397>
• Be active in the different associations and get to know new people
– studying is a lot more fun in good company!
• Get a telephone subscription or a pre-paid card.
• Make sure you have a way to pay in Finland. It is always good to
carry some cash, especially at student events. Cards work fine
almost everywhere else.
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Orientation Week Schedule
This information is preliminary and subject to change. Refer to other
materials you receive, your tutors, guild website and http://into.aalto.fi
Remember to take some time for enrollment and other official
matters! Your tutors will instruct you further.
Monday 5 September
09-11 Degree students: Dean’s Welcome
12-15 Degree students: Introduction to Master’s Studies in ENG
18Sauna evening with Finnish students, by your guild
Tuesday 6 September
09-15 Degree students: Introduction to Master’s Program
16-20 Aalto Party
20Aalto Afterparty
Wednesday 7 September
09-15 Degree students: Introduction to Master’s Program
09-12 Exchange students: Orientation of Aalto ENG
+ ENG International Team introduction
12-14 Exchange students: Tour of the campus
18ENG International Hang-about
Thursday 8 September
17-22 Ota-orienteering
22Ota-orienteering Afterparty
Friday 9 September
09-15 Orientation of Aalto Schools
20Kaukkarit (Start of semester party)
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